PLIERS – PUNCHES – BRAKES

HAND SEAMER
Handy tools for comparatively light work. Wide, deep jaws machined for smooth parallel fit. Form precise folds and seams. Strong, lasting drop-forged steel construction. No. 44 has plain 3 1/2" wide blades. No. 44r is similar with a radius to prevent tearing of aluminum and other light metals. No. 793 has a 3 1/2" wide blade with adjustable depth gauge.
P/N 12-00620 ........... $58.90

ROPER-WHITNEY METAL PUNCH
P/N 12-01600 ........... $87.85

HAND SEAMER
Makes permanent, tight fitting seams. Strong, lasting construction. Jaw Size: 1” D x 3-1/2” W. Overall Length: 8” (203 mm). Weight: 1 lb (0.5 kgs)
P/N 12-03751 ........... $21.75

ROPER-WHITNEY METAL CRIMPER
Handy crimping tool to disperse excess metal. Depth of throat 1-1/8”. Overall length 9”. Wt. 1 lb.
P/N 111 ................... $79.95

ROPER-WHITNEY NOTCHER
Designed for fast, accurate 32° notch in sheet metal. Hook design of jaws permits notching to exact desired depth without slippage. Spring-return jaws.
P/N 141 .................... $88.95

FLUTING PLIERS
These aircraft-type fluting pliers are a drop-forged quality tool. Non-marring working surfaces of jaws specifically designed for use on aircraft components. Comfort grip handles.
P/N 12-00500 ........... $15.75

HOLE FLANGING TOOL
P/N 12-00600 ........... $22.50

PRO PNEUMATIC C DOUBLE FORCE SQUEEZER
The ATS Tandem C-Squeezer incorporates two pistons to deliver twice the force of a standard squeezer at the same air pressure. Its lightweight, compact, and efficient design is modeled after the industry standard Chicago Pneumatic 0214-C squeezer. The parts are completely interchangeable, and it will accept any jaws and accessories compatible with the 0214-C. With enough force to squeeze up to 3/16” solid aluminum, or 5/32” mild steel rivets, this riveter will easily fit most of your riveting needs without breaking your budget.
P/N 12-04980 ............ $643.97

ECONOMY MODEL BENDING BRAKE
For bending and forming. Makes clean, smooth bends and forms up to 90° in metals. 18 & 30” handle up to 16GA aluminum. 40” handles is up to 20GA sheet metal, 18GA aluminum. All include brake bars. Clamps not included. Made in USA. Up to 30” width stock
P/N 12-02810 .............. $109.75

ORIGINAL LANCASTER PORTO-METAL FORMER
The Porto-Metal Former makes the specialty angle needed in minutes. Can be used on the work bench or in a vise to make inside angles, outside angles, straight bends - even circles, to a radius as small as 3”. Jaws are made of hardened alloy steel. Works 18 gauge soft steel, 20 gauge stainless, 16 gauge aluminum up to 2” in width. 45 to 1 leverage for powerful press. Special malleable iron body will not break as we have found with cheaper imitations. Order #LSH-71 metal shrinker for inside angles. Order #LST-82 stretcher for outside angles. Wt. 12 lbs. each.
#LSH-71 Shrinker ......................................P/N 12-19800 ....... $199.95
#LST-82 Stretcher .....................................P/N 12-19900 ....... $199.95
Combination Shrinker/Stretcher Tool ........P/N 12-02950 ....... $262.95
Either unit can be converted into its opposite by ordering complete conversion kit, includes jaws, blocks & wire.
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